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ABSTRACT 
Aim of this paper is to present ATM technology and its main 
advantage, the mechanism of a traffic management and 
congestion control.  In the first part brief overview of traffic 
management issues in ATM network are presented. Then 
requirements on preventive traffic control functions are 
discussed.  In the second part of this paper we address 
various types of proposed connection admission control 
methods.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
One of the competitive advantages of Asynchronous 
Transfer Mode (ATM) technology is its capability of 
Quality of Service (QoS) providing. This capability is 
very sophisticated in comparison with other types of 
networks. Hence, customer can choose and pay only the 
required the service level. ATM technology allows 
concurrent effective transmission of voice, video, data and 
multimedia. Each of these services generates traffic with 
different characteristics which are modeled by various 
mathematical models for purposes of ATM traffic 
behaviour analysis and simulations. Miscellaneous models 
are employed, but the most used traffic models are: 
Markov models are based on the discrete Markov chains 
using states to representation of bit rate modes. Markov 
property means that current state is dependent only on the 
previous state. These models are used to model On-Off 
sources. On-Off traffic source generates ATM cells at the 
peak rate in the On state and no cells are generated in the 
Off state. The typical example of this traffic source is 
voice source.  
Fluid-flow models regard with the assumption that cell 
arrivals in discrete time are fluid flow of cells, so arrivals 
of particular data units are not considered. Advantage of 
fluid flow is its simplification of performance analysis. 
These models are especially suitable for the fast ATM 
networks, because intervals between arrivals of particular 
data units during active period are too short in comparison 
with rate changes so impact of particular arrivals are 
omissible from waiting queue performance analysis point 
of view. Fluid-flow models are used for voice and video 
sources.  
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Figure 1. Two-state Markov On-Off generator, 1-q: 
transition probability from Off to On state, 1-p: transition 
probability from On to Off state. 
 
Regression models explicitly define next random variable 
in sequence by previous variable within the scope of 
given time window and moving average of white noise. 
Autoregressive model of pth grade, denoted as AR(p), is 
defined according to [2] by following expression: 
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where Xt denotes specified random variables, εt denotes 
white noise and φj are real numbers. Regression models 
are used to model sources with variable bit rates (e.g. 
video sources).  
Self-similar models are suitable for modeling of traffic 
incoming to ATM network from Local Area Networks 
(LAN). Ethernet LAN traffic measurements proved that 
this type of traffic have fractal behaviour which could not 
be modeled by commonly used traffic models (e.g. 
Markov or Fluid-flow models). Ethernet traffic has 
structurally similar bursts on each level of time 
resolutions from seconds up to hours. This phenomenon is 
called self-similarity.  
 

II. TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT 
Implementation of mechanism of traffic control in 
network – traffic management – is necessary requirement 
for providing declared quality of service. The main task of 
traffic management is to protect ATM networks and end 
terminals against congestion and also to achieve effective 
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utilization of network resources. ATM Forum defines 
several basic functions in Traffic Management 
Specification that can be used for traffic and congestion 
control in ATM - Connection Admission Control, 
Usage/Network Parameter Control, Cell Loss Priority 
Control, Traffic Shaping, Frame Discard, Network 
Resource Management, Feedback Control. Traffic control 
can be preventive or reactive. ATM technology relies on 
preventive control which is divided into two groups: 
Admission Control which decides if a new connection 
can be accepted to the multiplex or it should be rejected. 
Among the functions defined by ATM Forum such 
functions are Connection admission control (CAC) and 
Network resource management. 
 

 
 
Figure 2. Network node and traffic management 
functions. 
 
Police Function monitors traffic in multiplex in order to 
operative intervention in case of congestion state. 
Congestion can occur even if CAC function is applied 
when several sources with bursty traffic simultaneously 
increase transmitting rate. Police functions are Usage and 
Network Parameter Control (UPC/NPC), Cell Loss 
Priority Control (CLP), Traffic Shaping and Frame 
Discard. Several mechanisms can be used for police 
functions, such as mechanism based on Leaky bucket 
algorithm or various window functions.  Mainly is used 
Leaky bucket algorithm.  

 
III. CONNECTION ADMISSION CONTROL 

Connection admission control is preventive function that 
makes decision if a new connection is accepted to the 
ATM network or it should be rejected in order to maintain 
QoS of existing connections. Decision process is based on 
actual network load, values of characteristic parameters 
(e.g. peak and mean rates), availability of network 
resources, and required quality of service of existing and 
new connections. Requirements on quality of service are 

often expressed in terms of network performance 
parameters bounds – cell loss, delay variation and waiting 
queue delay. User expects that network will satisfy these 
parameter bounds. Another task of CAC methods is to 
optimize division of transmission bandwidth in order to 
maximize statistical gain of multiplexing. This gain is 
based on the assumption that not all multiplexed 
connections will require transmission at peak rate during 
whole duration of connection. Hence, available bandwidth 
can be assigned to new source that requests admission to 
the network, in the case if the QoS requirements of 
existing connection will be maintained. 
  
Four main requirements should be considered during 
designing CAC methods [1]: 
Effective bandwidth utilization and cell loss ratio CLR – 
better bandwidth utilization offers providing of cheaper 
service. One of the main task of CAC method is to 
achieve the most effective bandwidth utilization together 
with agreed CLR parameter maintenance. Effective 
bandwidth utilization is performance measure at network 
side; CLR is measure at user side. 
Simple implementation – because CAC is real-time 
control procedure, reduction of processing complexity is 
necessary. Admission control must have simple 
implementation without complex hardware and software 
mechanisms. 
Scalability and robustness – admission control methods 
should be effective used for one connection as well as for 
several aggregated connections without waste increasing 
of processing complexity.  CAC methods should be 
applicable for every traffic type.  
Traffic model independence – CAC methods should not 
be dependent on specific traffic model, because it is 
limitation factor of their use. New service should not to 
raise need of new CAC method. 
 

Although many CAC methods and their modifications 
have been developed, no single method is universal. Some 
of CAC methods are based on probability theory and 
statistics. Other CAC methods are based on on-line 
measurement of traffic. They use parametric traffic model 
(mostly On-Off model). Methods based on artificial 
intelligence (neural network, fuzzy logic) are also 
developed and extensively studied, because of their 
adaptive and learning capabilities. In the next part of the 
paper overview of few CAC methods from each group is 
presented. 
 

STATISTICAL CAC METHODS 
Statistical CAC methods are based on mathematical 
models and statistics. At the time of decision process 
these methods use statistical estimation of bandwidth 
required by set of connections so that quality of service of 
each connection will be preserved. Probability that 
instantaneous bit rate of N connections will exceed 



specified bandwidth C is lower than required cell loss 
probability is according to [4]: 
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where N denotes number of multiplexed connections, C 
denotes required link capacity for these connections, ri(t) 
is instantaneous rate of ith connection. 
 
Convolution method is one of the most accurate 
statistical methods that can exactly determine distribution 
of aggregated bit rates on the ATM link. Method is based 
on convolution algorithm. If X is bandwidth required by 
new connection, Y is bandwidth required by existing 
connections and Q is total bandwidth required by all 
connections then we can calculate bandwidth Q by 
convolution:  

XYQ *= .            (3) 
This expression can be solved according to [10] by 
following equation: 
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where b denotes bandwidth required by connections in 
given instant k. 
Convolution method requires N-1 convolutions for each 
new connection. Equation (3) can be rewriting according 
[10] in the form: 

}1,...,2,1{;*1 −∈= − NnXQQ nnn , (5) 
where N denotes number of existing connections and 
Q0=X0. It follows that N-1 convolutions are required for 
acquisition of whole distribution. Several disadvantages 
of convolution method are cost for its high accuracy [10]: 

• computation complexity in case of high number 
of connections and need of large memory,  

• after connection termination deconvolution is not 
possible, new state vector [10] must be 
calculated from scratch,  

• Quality of Service of particular connections is 
not considered. 

Several modifications of convolution method have been 
proposed [5] that decrease its computation complexity, 
but on the other hand accuracy is also decreased. 
 
Equivalent capacity method is also known as Effective 
bandwidth method. It is widely used and popular method. 
Decision if the set of connections will be accepted or 
rejected depends on the comparison of the sum of 
equivalent capacities of particular sources with total link 
capacity. Equivalent capacity is defined in [6] as a service 
rate that ensure required cell loss ε:  
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Equivalent capacity can be solved from previous equation 
with simplification that β=1 (usually β<1). Then 

equivalent capacity c of one source is given according to 
[3] as: 
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where R denotes peak rate of source, r denotes active 
period of source, b is mean time of active period of 
source, K denotes capacity of finite waiting queue and  
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For N sources is calculation of equivalent capacity very 
complex so following approximation is used:  
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where ci denotes equivalent capacity of ith source and 
calculated according expression for one source, ρ is total 
average bit rate of particular sources. 
Some studies showed that this method is inaccurate in 
some situations, for example in the case if the system 
without buffers generating input traffic has low 
probability that traffic will exceed link capacity. 
Equivalent capacity (Effective bandwidth) method 
supposes that this probability is close to 1. Some 
modifications of this method exist that improve its 
accuracy.  
 

MEASUREMENT BASED CAC METHODS 
Measurement based CAC methods use online 
measurements in network to determine current traffic load 
instead of computation of traffic characteristics from user 
defined parameters and given traffic model. Traffic 
passing the ATM switch is measured and only little 
knowledge about new connection is required, often peak 
rate is enough.  
 
Method based on UPC (Usage Parameter Control) 
parameters monitoring measures individual ATM cell 
flows. It monitors mean rate m and probability of cell 
tagging ξ in Leaky-bucket algorithm. Dynamic bandwidth 
allocation is used. If parameters (m, ξ) will exceed 
defined bounds, command for bandwidth increasing or 
decreasing is directed. Equivalent link capacity c with 
buffer of size K and cell loss probability ε constraint is 
given by the same expression as in the Equivalent 
capacity method, parameter r is given by the expression 

Rmr /= , where R denotes source peak rate and m is 
the mean rate. 
Decision if a new connection will be accepted or rejected 
is performed according the following equation: 
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where rj denotes required bandwidth, rn denotes 
bandwidth of particular existing connections, c denotes 
equivalent link capacity and C is total link capacity. 
 



Method based on lowpass filter uses measurement of 
cell flow filtered by lowpass filter. Instantaneous rate is 
measured by lowpass filter and decision process is based 
on effective bandwidth derived from measured 
instantaneous rate. Effective bandwidth is set to the 
maximum instantaneous rate measured during monitoring 
period. Instantaneous rate can be estimated by application 
of recursive lowpass filter on monitored number of cells 
arriving during time slot according [7] by equation: 

)()1()()( δλααλ −−+= ttnt , 10 ≤≤ α ,   (11) 
where n(t) denotes number of cells arrived during slot t, δ 
denotes  time of cell transition along transmission link, α 
denotes smooth ratio and λ(t) is instantaneous rate of cells 
that arrived in time slot t. 
Residual bandwidth is derived from difference between 
link capacity C and maximum instantaneous rate observed 
during sufficiently long time period. For a new connection 
with peak rate R is used following decision criteria [7]: 
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where Tm denotes monitoring interval, R denotes peak rate 
of new connection, C denotes link capacity and ρ  is 
tolerance utilization ratio. 
 

 CAC METHODS BASED ON ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE 

The main idea of CAC methods based on artificial 
intelligence is to obtain relation between offered traffic 
and required quality of service by learning during on-line 
operation. Allocation of network resources for 
connections can be based on previous knowledge and can 
be adaptive towards changes in traffic characteristics. This 
principle is basis for methods based on artificial neural 
networks (ANN). Another group of CAC methods that 
share similar aims as learning principle of neural networks 
are methods based on fuzzy logic. Decision if new 
connection should be accepted or rejected is performed on 
the basis of relation between statistical behaviour of 
traffic and monitored CLR through model that is 
component part of system architecture and represents 
learnt knowledge. This model can be: 

• set of neurons and interconnections between 
them in case of artificial neural networks, 

• set of „if – then“ rules, that represents relations 
between input and output fuzzy variables, in case 
of systems based on fuzzy logic.  

 
Method based on estimation of equivalent capacity 
through fuzzy logic [8]. As the input traffic linguistic 
variables were selected connection peak rate Rp, 
connection mean rate Rm  and time of peak rate duration  
Tp. As the output linguistic was selected estimated 
equivalent capacity denoted as Ce. On the basis of 
knowledge from conventional equivalent capacity method 
and computation of large number of equivalent capacities 
(105) for different combination of variables Rp, Rm and Tp, 

i.e. different traffic sources, we can say that set of three 
linguistic expressions is enough to describe peak rate Rp, 
to describe Rm is enough the set of two expressions and 
for describing Tp are three expressions enough. These sets 
of linguistic expressions for particular variables are 
according to [8] following: 

• T(Rp) = { Small (S), Medium (M), Large (L) } 
•  T(Rm) = {Low (Lo), High (Hi) } 
• T(Tp) = { Short (Sh), Medium (Me), Long (Lg) } 

Estimated equivalent capacity for connection should be  in 
range between  Rm and Rp. Proposed system divides this 
interval into six quantization levels. If Ci (i=1,..,6) denotes 
estimated equivalent capacity of ith level, then set of 
expressions for output variable Ce is specified as T(Ce) = 
{C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6} 
 
Table 1. Decision fuzzy rules for equivalent capacity 
estimation [8]. 
Rule Rp Rm Tp Ce Rule Rp Rm Tp Ce

1 S Lo Sh C1 10 M Hi Sh C1

2 S Lo Me C2 11 M Hi Me C2

3 S Lo Lg C5 12 M Hi Lg C5

4 S Hi Sh C1 13 L Lo Sh C4

5 S Hi Me C1 14 L Lo Me C6

6 S Hi Lg C4 15 L Lo Lg C6

7 M Lo Sh C1 16 L Hi Sh C3

8 M Lo Me C3 17 L Hi Me C5

9 M Lo Lg C6 18 L Hi Lg C6

 
The connection admission control method based on the 
above equivalent capacity estimation uses two more 
parameters – information about overload in network y and 
cell loss probability ploss, that are defined together with 
membership functions in [8]. Simulations of such 
proposed method showed that system utilization was 
increased up to 11% in comparison with conventional 
CAC methods based on equivalent capacity with 
comparable quality of service parameters.  
 
Effective bandwidth method with traffic descriptor 
compression based on neural network [9]. This CAC 
method uses mean rate and variance of counts of arriving 
ATM cells in intervals of exponentially growing lengths 
as the neural network inputs. On the basis of these inputs 
neural network classifies aggregated cell flow as feasible 
(i.e. admit new connection) or as inacceptable (i.e. reject 
new connection). Artificial neural network is trained by 
data observed from real traffic so there is no need of any 
requirements on traffic and network models.  
Particular inputs into neural network are often dependent 
each other, so it is possible to transform these inputs into 
smaller set of inputs, i.e. compress them, without 
significant loss of performance. The result is faster 
decision process of CAC method. In [9] was proposed 
linear compression that can be achieved by addition of 
another hidden layer with linear activation function into 



neural network between input layer and initial hidden 
layer. Simulations showed that three compressed 
parameters (inputs) offer the same accuracy of decision 
process as in the neural network with uncompressed 
inputs.  
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Figure 3. Neural network with additional hidden linear 
layer inserted. The new input layer is then the first hidden 
layer (with three compressed inputs). 
 
The Effective bandwidth method requires only one 
compressed input parameter v that represents effective 
bandwidth and neural network with one output neuron 
without hidden layers is assumed. Output of this network 
is defined as: 

).( outbvtghY +=            (13) 
If C is bandwidth available to aggregated flow of 
connections, then bias of output neuron bout can be 
regarded as bandwidth C. It is assumed that optimal 
weights αk will be obtained by learning process and 
threshold value will be set to 0. Then new connection is 
admitted only if , where Y denotes output of neural 
network corresponding to aggregated flow that contains 
also this new connection. It follows [9] that new 
connection request is accepted if: 

0≥Y

0≥+ outbv , or .        (14) Cbv out =≤−
If we denote v’ = -v, then we have , what is in 
fact decision rule used in the Effective bandwidth method. 

Cv ≤−

 
IV. CONCLUSION 

ATM technology arose from the need of broadband 
network in telecommunications that can handle large 
number of various new services, such as voice, video, data 
and multimedia. Each of these services has different 
traffic characteristics and requires distinct quality of 
service, so traffic control mechanism was implemented 
into network. In comparison with alternative networks 
(synchronous networks, packet networks) traffic 
management in ATM networks is very sophisticated.  
For traffic control is used mainly preventive mechanism 
of connection admission control. Many CAC methods and 

their modifications were proposed, but today no one is 
universal. Each method has advantages, disadvantages 
and restraints that limit its usage. Therefore, area of traffic 
management, particularly connection admission control, is 
still subject of many studies and researches.  
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